JTREE

JTREE is a collaborative campaign by a variety of Jewish organizations that share a commitment to addressing climate change. Our organizational partners come from all over the world and all walks of Jewish life. Initial partner organizations in the US include Hazon, Jewish Theological Seminary, Jewish Climate Action Network – NY, Aytzim, and the Jewish Emergent Network.

Planting trees is an essential part of the effort to reverse climate change. JTREE is a call and an invitation to every Jewish community to play its part in planting. The right trees must be planted in the right balance in the right locations and with the correct ongoing care.

Sustainable reforesting and rewilding must be done with the support and for the benefit of local communities. JTREE is partnering with the National Forest Foundation to carry out our tree planting because they have a proven track record of doing just that.

Visit hazon.org/jtree to learn how you can help plant trees.